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Loving baseball at 98

Kozmo.com takes six
Father Logan celebrates
his birthday on thefield. months to deliver to SU
NIC ROMERO
StaffReporter

has been an exceptional athlete

as well.
In 1950 and 1951,Father Logan won the opendoubles handballchampionship for thePacific
Northwest. In 1964, hebecame a
championat handball again, winning the Northwest Masters
doubles championship.
Inspired by his love for walking, Father Loganbegan the SU
hiking club,Hiyu Coolee, which
is derived fromChinook jargon
meaning "much walking." The
Hiyu Coolees setouton theirfirst
hike on Feb. 22, 1939, with Fa-

Father Francis A.Logan, S.J.
celebrated his98th birthday last
Friday withcake anda game of
catch.
Around noon, students, faculty, staff and friends gatheredat
Logan Field and played catch
with softballs and tennis balls.
The guest of honor arrived 30
minutes later to applause and
smiles.
"Hi fellows," greeted Father
Logan. "How are ya?"
Father Logan wasborn on Oc- ther Loganleading the way.He

t. 13, 1902 in Seattle. He attended high school at Seattle
College, now SeattleUniversity,

has continued walkinghis entire
life.
"When Iwasa student,heused

beginning in 1916. In 1919, he to walkaroundthe campusallthe
— time," said Ryan Tuatoo,
entered the Society of Jesus
withoutgraduating from Seattle Intramurals andFacilities CoorCollege.
dinator."That* s allI
everrememFather Logan said he ran an ber about him, just walking."
errand for a Jesuit, and he reThe same year Father Logan
ceiveda dollarfor it.Thinking it began the Hiyu Coolees, he
was easy money, he joined on started teaching at SU.He taught
the spot.He receivedotherbenefits too, likehis diploma.
"When (theJesuits) found out
I
hadn'tgraduated,they tookcare

French, a language he is very

passionate about. Helearnedthe
language in Europe, where he
was officially ordained as a Jeit,"
explained
Logan.
of
Father
suit.Healso taughtEnglish, comgraduated
position
"Ientered in 19 16and
and theologybefore retiring
in1993."
from teaching in1970.
EachyearFather Logan makes
Always an active person, Father Logan is nicknamed a pilgrimage to Arizona to ana—
"Coach" for his involvement in lyzehisfavoritepastime baseSU'sathletic programsthrough- ball.He follows the Mariners on
out the years. Hehas held positions as athletic moderator and
continued on page3
headcoach of various teams. He

Veronica large / staff photographer

Seattle University has allowed Kozmo.com to place drop boxes in the Cave as wellas promote on campus.
Kozmo.com was six months overdue inpaying SUfor these privaleges.

CHERYLFARRISH
Staff Reporter

ASSU's former Vice President of

Although Kozmo.com promises
home delivery in under an hour,
they were oversix months past due
ona$1,000 contractthat wassigned
with ASSU last spring.

The

agreement,

drive-inmovie.
On Mar. 17, two weeks after the
Kozmo.com with promotional contract was signed,ASSU received
rights during last year's Jamaica a congratulatory letter from Debra
Me Crazy week. The contract al- Kilby, Marketing Associate at
lowedtheInternetcompany toprint Kozmo.com, thanking them for a
their logoon theevent's t-shirts and job well done and indicating that
banners, and also provided them
withbooth space at the carnival and
continued on page 3
Finance, Holly Miller, provided

drafted by

ASSU elections next week
Do you know your candidates?
Amid the presidential
race and state and local
elections, ASSU held
its primary elections for

f

freshman and transfer
representatives last
week.

FINAL ELECTIONIOCT. 19
The polls are open 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Seven candidates ran

Father Logan andhis manyfriends playedcatch on LoganField.
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Former governor John Spellman visits SU
alyssa berg

aboutJubilee 2000, but inhis opin- munity propelled him to run for
ion, the church is taking anidealis- mayorofSeattle in 1964. Helost to
ticrather than a realistic role on the Gordon Clinton,but did not regret
issue.
the campaign.
On the topic ofabortion Spellman
"Ihada wonderful timerunning.
said he does not denounce a Ihad the right position on all the
major issues."
woman's right to choose.
Even though he lost the mayoral
"I just wish they wouldchoose
race,Spellmandid nothalt hisbuddifferently," he said.
Before answering questions, ding politicalcareer.
In 1969 he was elected King
Spellman gave a brief bio highlighting his political achievments. County Executive.Heservedin this
Spellman wasbornSept.29, 1926 positionuntil 1981. Duringhis term

Staff Reporter
One former Seattle University
student left this campus to become
the executive of King County and
the governor of Washington. He
returned last week to sharehis life
experiences with students.
That alumni is John Spellman,
speaker at the Oct. 12 Soup With
Substance. Spellman drew on his

personalachievements to talk about
what authentic citizenship inaction
is. His talk wasshapedby thetheme
of the forum: "Learning how to be
good citizensin a broken world."
After speaking about his educational and political careers,
Spellman answeredstudents' questions on issues such as the World
Trade Organizationand abortion.
Spellman was on campus when
students here were preparing to
marchagainst the WTOministerial
meeting last November. He said
that a lot of people got "whipped

AlyssaBerg IStaff Reporter

John Spellmanaddresses studentsandfaculty in the Casey Atrium.

up" about human rights, which he

did notbelieve was an issue ofconcern.

"Social justicesuffers becauseof
mergers and acquisitions,"
Spellmansaid.
However, he feels that third
world countries desperately need
corporations like Nike, GAP and
OldNavy jobs whileAmericadoes

in Seattle. After serving in World as King County Executive, the
War 11, he earned adegree in politi- Kingdome was constructed. The
cal science at SU, and then a law head start program was also saved.

degree at GeorgetownUniversity.
After attaining these degrees,
Regarding themarch he said, "It Spellman started servingpeople in
wasnice,itgave[the students]some- need through the judiciary system.
thing to do."
He worked to open free health and
Spellman also said that he re- dental clinics and to save the food
sented any treaty that might take stamp program.
"[After WWII] socialjustice was
autonomy away from the United
regards
States in
to enforcingenvi- very much on everybody's mind,"
Spellmanexplained.
ronmental law.
Spellmanadmitted knowinglittle
Hisdedication toservingthecomnot.

HeadStart allows high school students to takecollegiatelevelclasses
so theycangraduate fromcollegein
three years.
In 1981, Spellman was elected
the 18th Governorof Washington.

His term ended in 1985.
"Governor is not nearly as pleasant a job as county executive,"
Spellman recalled.

ASSU final election: the candidates
ScanReid

Staff Reporter

MAIA HARRIS

The ASSU final elections for
freshman and transfer representatives are today. Voting booths will
be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
can be found at the Hawk's Nest,
Columbia Street Cafe, the Paccar
Mriumof the Pigott Bui\d\ngand
the Administration Building.

Voteridentification is requiredin
order to cast a vote.
There aretwofinal candidates for
freshmenrepresentative as well as

transfer representative.
The Spectator had a chance to
talk witheachcandidateabouttheir
interests, goals and qualifications
for the position.
The candidates answered questions regarding their ideas on improvementsandchangestheycould
makeat SeattleUniversity ifelected
to office.

SEANO'NEILL

MaiaHarrisis from Victorville,

Scan O'Neill is from Danon

Calif.She participatesinASSAD
and Campion Tower Hall

Point, Southern California. He
participatesinCrew and Cam-

Council.
"C1 pusMinistry.
Harris believes thatASSUis -"■
O'Neill gained supporters
job.
a
She
his involvement with
says
through
like full time
-«-j
her limitedextracurricular activitiesallowher more timeto
work on studentgovernment.
"Iwill workas longas Ihave
to.Ifthat means workingextra

hoursin ASSU, lam fine with
that," Harris said.
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Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT
specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, Idon't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it, than Ido.That's why Istill
teach my own classes. That's
why you should callme.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $695.
I can answer any LSAT
question letme prove it. Call
now for a free seminar:
524-4915

-

with organizations on campus
is important for any ASSU

l
3leader,

"If you're working close
with many people withdiffergoodlistenerandstressescomingopinions, and notjust those
municationbetween the freshin ASSU, you really stay in
ItJ. toucn ancj get an understandmenclass and ASSU.
"Freshmen around here just * ing of what the student body
want someone to talk to and x\. wants from its government."
have their opinions recogO'Neill wasblunt about his
nized," Harris said.
TV goals for the current year.
Harris does not haveany set
"Idon't want to B.S. you. I
goals for her potential term.
don'tthink anyone who'sbeen
"Iwant to take things as Igo, here for little overa monthcould
and then solvethem. As soonas a really tell you what needs to be
problem arises, then Ican decide done," he said. "I'm starting to
She believes herself to be a

_|J_

A^

how to deal withit," Harris said,

*V ■.Z &SJBt

Crew and by meeting people
on his residence floor.He believes that getting involved

get a feel for it."

ANNALISA PEREZ

GAYATRI EASSEY
Gayatri Eassey is from Palo

Annalisa Perezis from Guam.
She participates inKSUBandthe
Leadershipand Service,Young
MarianasClub.
Democrats,Pre-Law,AlphaPhi r¥ 1 As a transfer representative
Omega, child tutoring, volunPerezwantstohelpothertransAlto, Calif. She participates in

"*"

teer service, Social Justice and -j^ fer students adjust more easily
teaching nonviolence at the
into the SU community.

M&.

Peace and Justice Center.
"My goalis to create acoalition on campus for community
service, where everyone involved at SU can coordinate
and use other groups and each
other as aresource to reach out

A

"We' only had one day for
orientation, and Idon't think
that was enough. It's hard for

T^r the people coming and going
I^l from campus to get involved,

and Iwant to try and fix that."
During her term she would
to the community."
like to promote more commuEassey also voiced concern "C1 nity service,
"I wouldlike to increase parwith the way lifetime partners -"■
of employeesofSU are treated, -m-i ticipation in service by utiliz"l definitely would address Mjj ing the Leadership and Service
rightnow therights ofdomestic
office in the SUB building. I
partners ofSU staff. This isn't T? think working in the community is something that Ithink is
my goal to get accomplishedin
my position, but ifitcomes up,
very important at Seattle Unidefinitely
versity,especially
Iwill
tackleit."
inthearea that
Eassey believes she would bea the campus is in.
beneficial addition to the ASSU
Once elected Perez also plans
council.
on tackling the ASSU deficit.

<s

EXECUTIVE EXTENDED STAY
The Executive Extended Stay Hotel offers great
value and comfort that you deserve with the
location that you require. Located just three
blocks from Seattle University campus and
minutes from the central downtown area. Our
suites offer generous living space with fully
equipped kitchens. Other amenities include
outdoor Jacuzzi, fitness room and
complementary parking.
Call 1 800 906-6226 for rates and availability.

"
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Live and Learn

Japanese!
The Waseda Oregon Transnational Program, Winter 8c Spring
2001, in Tokyo,Japan, is a comparativeUS-Japanese Societies
study program that mixes US-based and internationalstudents
with Japanese undergraduates at the prestigious Waseda
University. Three levels of Japanese language instruction are
offered in addition to US-Japanese Societies courses in the
humanities and social sciences. Scholarships of up to $1000 are
available! Deadline for applications is October 27, 2000. For
more information, contact:

Waseda Oregon Office
Portland State University
(800) 823-7938
www.wasedaoregon.org
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Kozmo.com: six months and waiting

From yave 1

least sevennotices to Kozmo.com, tor of Communications at Kozmo
Miller asked Hank Durrand, Vice Inc.,expressedherconcernthatmispayment was onthe way.However, Presidentof Student Development, communication between the two
according to ASSU's current Vice to refer the case to the university's parties, ASSU and Kozmo.com,
President of Finance, Steve attorney,Laurel Oates.
may have contributed to a distorSullivan,Kozmo.com laterrefused
Oates, whoteaches legal research tion of the facts.
to pay the $1,000 because of a and legal writing,initiated a phone
When asked about the half-year
contract dispute.
postponementof the pay'There was a question
ment, Cowen-Glass cited
over whether we fulfilled
administrative problems.
our end of the contract,"
"The delay was probnot
Sullivan said.
ably due to the fact that
After the Jamaica Me
we've had some restructo
Crazy week, Kozmo.com
turing inouraccountspayquestioned why they
event
abledepartment,"clarified
weren'tinitially invited to
Cowen-Glass. "As soonas
ReggaeReggaeNight. Ac[theSeattleUniversity] according to Angela
count wasbrought to our
a
Rivieccio, ASSU's Vice
attention, we were sure to
Angela rivieccio, vp
President of Student
rectify the situation."
Affiars, the event in quesTuesday,
On
student affairs
tion was not included in
sent
astudent
Kozmo.com
the contract.
employee to deliver the
"Kozmoneverdirectly conveyed conversation with a representative
to us that they had a problem with from Kozmo.com on Oct. 3, and
"Ipersonally pickedup the check
our contract," Rivieccio explained. requestedthe $1,000 be paid. After yesterday evening from the
"It was rumored, but they gave us discussing the matter with Oates, university'sattorney,"Sullivansaid.
other reasons for nonpayment."
Kozmo.com agreed to pay ASSU
Despite thebadrelationsbetween
representative
A
from the money on Oct. 13. However, ASSU and Kozmo.com, SU does
Kozmo.com explained the six when the payment wasnot received not plan on removing any of
month delay to ASSU by stating as scheduled, Oates made another Kozmo.com' s on campus drop
thatalthough theyhad signed acon- attempt to contact the company.
boxes. However, ASSU feels that
tract, no invoice had been sent to
"According to their representa- collaboration with the company in
them. The university respondedto tive, the reason that the payment the near future willbe unlikely.
this by faxing an invoice to their was not received was that everyone
"I personally will not make an
corporateheadquarters earlier this in their finance department had effort topursue Kozmo.comfor any
quit," recollectedOates.
month.
event in the future, unless they proIn late June, after sending at
Stephanie Cowen-Glass, Direc- duce a check first," Rivieccio said.

"Ipersonally will
make
an effort pursue
Kozmo.com for any
in
thefuture, unless they
produce check first,"

Liz Rankos/Photo Editor

Father Logan watches the game withFather Phill Boroughs,SJ (right).

For the love of the game
From page 1

a daily basis, and can offer his a tremendous honor for his years
opinions on their strategy on a ofcommitment when the softball
moments notice. He even tries to field was namedafter him.
help them out a little.
Previously it had been called
"I say a rosary before every the Intramural Field.

SECURITY REPORT
Too caffeinated

Solicitation fixation

Wednesday 10-11-00
According to Campus Public
CPSsays that twosuspects onthe
Safety, two suspects threw a 30 upper mall of Seattle University
pound rock at the door of the were soliciting information from
pedestrians for credit card applicaStarbucks located on 12th Aye.
CPS alerted the Seattle Police tions.
Departmentandrespondedtogether
The two individuals would then
on foot to find the suspects.
repeatedly ask the pedestrians for
One of thepeoplein question was money.
taken into custody by the SPD on
CPS officers recognized one of
14th and Jefferson.
the individuals as a previous tres-

Information inSecurityReport is

provided byCPS.

f Corrections \
fn an articletitled"Campus

Feigned attack

Tuesday 10-10-00:

Thursday 10-12-00:

Alcohol poisoning
Saturday

10-14-00:

A womanwearinga darkcolored

Around 1:45 a.m.,CPS responded
coat attempted to stab a campus to a campus community member
community member with a ball who was foundintoxicatedinCampoint pen. The victim was eating pion Tower.
lunch nextto theSt.IgnatiusChapel

gettingsafer,"published inlast
week's editionof TheSpectator, a quote attributed to Liz
Fenn was in fact a statement
made by Bob Fenn, Facilities
Director.

The individual was unable to

reflection pool when the approxi- standand was unresponsive. Aresimately30-year-old womanwalked dent witness reported that theindiup andmade a downward stabbing vidual had consumed a lot of alcomotion towards the victim. After a

game," Father Logan joked.
In1996, Father Logan received

hol.

A Seattle Fire Medic Unit was
of silence, the woman
passer.TheofficerscontactedSPD, walkedaway.
dispatched,andthe victimwastranswho issued the suspects criminal
CPS searched the area but was portedto HarborviewMedical Center for treatment.
trespass warnings.
unable to locate the suspect.
moment

Aphotoofpoet SimonOrtiz
in last week's edition was
misattributed to Erin

Robinson.AlyssaBerg wasthe
photographer.

Justice for education: a Jesuit identity
BROOKE KEMPNER
Lead Story Editor

Peter-Hans Kolvenbach,SJ, head
Superior General of the Jesuit order,aboutintegrating social justice

Justiceforeducation. It is aset of
wordsspokenoften onthis campus.
Whatdoesthephrase actuallymean?
Howdoesitapply tooureducation?
Those werequestions that Father
StephenSundborg,SJ, and 12other
SUdelegates dealt with at theCommitment to Justice conference in
Santa Clara, Calif, on Oct. 8.
Along with delegates from 28
other Jesuit universities,staff and
faculty fromSeattleUniversitytraveled to Santa Clara University for
three days to engage in dialogue
about the role of social justice in
Jesuit higher education.
Theconference included presentations featuring selecteduniversities' justice programs, and a keynote address delivered by Father

into education.

"I believe that the single thing
that will most distinguish Jesuit
universitiesin the 21st century will
be education for justice," Father

Sundborg said. "With the conditionsthe way theyare in our world,
weowe it to our students that they
be educated to try tohelpmakethis
a morejust world."
Justice for education is difficult
todefine, though according to Father Sundborg, theJesuit take onit
centers on the experience of the
poor and takes their stand. It is a
justice that is motivated by faith,
spirituality and deep human conviction.
"Weunderstand that at a university likeSUthat thereare dozensof

understandings of whatis meant by
justice andthat'sthe way it should
be." Father Sundborg said.
He believes that the only way
education for justice can work isif
students or faculty members can
experience the lives of the poor or
those who are treated unjustly.
Kolvenbach's address summed
up the key issues of the conference
and the future ofeducation for justice excellently,according to Father Sundborg.
"Students, in the course of their
formation, must let thegritty reality
of this worldinto their lives,so they
can learn to feel it, think about it
criticallyand engage init constructively," Kolvenbach said.
Likewise, Kolvenbach emphasized theneed forfaculty toengage

in similar activities and bring what
they learn to their teaching.

"By preference, by option, our
Jesuit point of view is that of the

colleagues across the country," Orlandosaid.

poor.Adopting thepoint of view of
The delegates saw SU already
those whosuffer injustice, ourpro- working towardpromoting justice.
fessors seek the truthandshare their
"We already have involved a
searchand its results with our stu- numberof peoplearound the camdents," Kolvenbach said.
pus in the dialogue ofeducation for
DelegatesKristen Guest,profes- justice,"Guest said.
sorofpsychology,and Joe Orlando,
"Ithink we'reat a levelof awareAssociate Director of Jesuit Iden- ness that puts us in a good position
tity, foundKolvenbach's wordsand to take the next step.In speaking to
the interaction with the other del- people from other schools Ithink
that our level of awareness is beegates to be inspiring.
yond
concept
"The whole
ofeducation
that of a number of schools,"
for justiceoffersanintegratingprin- Guestcontinued.
ciple for everything we do at a JeEachgroup of delegatesfrom the
suit university.Ithink it's a won- 28 schools was asked to come up
derful vision," Guest said.
withconcretegoalstoward promot"There was a real sense that we

could learn from one another. I
found that very energizing in the
sense that ground work was laid
that people could follow up with

The Spectator " October 19, 2000

ingjusticeby March 1.
"We've committedourselves to
that. That makes me hopeful that
there actually willbe someimpact,"
Guest said.
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Editorial
Timefor ASSU
elections to improve
This week, The Spectator was planning to endorse candidates running for the ASSU transfer and freshman representative positions. However, after reviewing the candidates'
interviews and campaigns, The Spectator has chosen not to
endorse any of thecandidates in today's election.
The main reason for this decision is that no candidate was
seen as truly understanding thecampus community. While it
isunderstood that thesecandidates are new to Seattle University, most seem ignorant of programs thatSU offers and how
student government is run.
The candidates are also unable to provide any tangible
reason why they shouldbe chosen for the job, other than the
fact that they are motivated individuals who wish to be
involved in student government.
The campaigning techniques employed by the candidates
are also lackluster,mostlyconsisting ofchalk drawings onthe
campus walkways. Posters hung on campus bulletin boards
rarely captured students' attention.
Further,nocandidatehadstated a strongplatform. While the
popularity-contest approach can be effective in high-school,
ona larger campus, such as SU, wherethecandidates are not
well known by the voters, stating one's stances on issues is
generally agood idea.Noneof thecandidatesraised any real
issues, other than strengthening university involvement in
community service.
Simply promising to work hard while on ASSU council is
not enough. When electing a representative, the voters must
know how the candidate will represent them.

U.S. policyinColombia

harms both our peoples
Kyle

Davidson
Spectator Columnist

parties share guilt in the cycle of
violence.Over two millionpeople

In lY»e future, The Spectator hopes to endorse candidates
who are the most qualified for the job. It is unfortunate that

such a selection could not be made in the election.

I

Ofall the issues today's Americans care about, foreignpolicyhas
consistently managed to come in
dead last.
It's hard to care about what our
government does with our money
in faraway places, until it splashes
over onour own doorstep.
Current generationsdon'tremember the days ofVietnam when U.S.
foreign policy meant millions of
Americans sitting infront of televi-

Correction
TheSpectator erred inlast week'seditorial when itstated that
spousesof faculty members receive tuitionremission for graduate
studies. Infact tuition remissionis available to spouses of faculty
members only for the pursuit oftheir first undergraduate degree.

TheSpectator EditorialBoard consits of Katie Ching, Amy
Jenniges and Jim Rennie. Signed commentaries reflect the

sion

home.
That voice crying out is the collectivesufferingofColombia,South
America's most troubled hotspot.
Colombiais embroiled in the dual
crisis of a civil warthat has plauged
the country for more than 40 years
and an economy that has all but
totallycollapsed.
Theeconomiccrisis and military
conflict have crippled Colombian
society, affecting all levels of the

screens,

watching
the »—■■■■■—
lottery
marked
opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of the
balls
bounce
a
Spectator ,Seattle University or its student body.
around, praying a
certain draft numto
enter
ber was never
called. Our parents
remember the time
S BATTLE f- U DIVERSITY
war on
when Americans
KEEPING WATCH SINCE1933
were concerned
to
about
what hapBalbin,
Katie Ching, Editor-in-Chief
Editorial
Mike
Artist
pened
overseas.
It
Amy Jenniges,Managing Editor
Shannon Van Liew,Editorial
affected their evBrookeKempner,Lead Story Editor Artist
eryday
lives.
economy and governmentapparaAmy Baranski,News Editor
JustinRibeiro,On-LineEditor
we
takethe
current
lull
tus. Rampant poverty has left the
Today,
in
Brandy Gevers,Business Manager
Jim Rennie, OpinionEditor
vast Colombian countryside laden
serious
conflicts
overseas
for
Dorion,
Features Editor
Ben Stangland,Advertising
Jeff
granted,
history
Iraq
recent
and
in
with illicit drug crops. American
Manager
NicoleGyulay, A&EEditor
the
Yugoslaviagives
anti-drug efforts in Bolivia
and
former
us
funded
Sports
Kuntz,
Juday-Marshall,
Alexis
Advertising
Tiffanie
to
any
no
reason
believe
different.
andPeru
have pushed the majority
Assistant
Editor
Technology
has
allowed
our
naof
into Colombia.
drug
cultivation
Editor
Knapp,
Guillen,
Tomas
Advisor
Copy
Jessica
'
engagement to re- Over90percent ofthe world s coca,
tional
level
of
Devin Sullivan, Copy Editor
Carl
Bergquist,
writers:
Staff
main low,keeping the violence at theplantused toproducecocaine,is
Liz Rankos,PhotoEditor
Austin Burton, Jake Fans,
arms length. Shoot a few cruise currently grown there, as families
ErinRobinson,PhotoEditor
Cheryl Fairish,Mery Gomez,
missiles
at 'em, maybe threatenthe and farmers turn to profitable agriShantiHahler andNic Romero
JamesNau, Editorial Artist
use of a few ground troops. The culture to survive.
It is estimated that over 3,000
only reasonwewatch theTVnow is
The Spectator is the official student newspaper of Seattle
to see the fireworks on CNN.
Colombians are killed annually in
University. It is published every Thursday,except during
But now a small voice, barely conflicts between the government,
holidays and examination periods,for a totalof 28issues during
reaching us from the south ofour leftist guerillas and right-wing
the 2000-2001 academic year.
very own continent is carrying the paramilitaries. The guerillas conPOSTMASTER:Send address changes to:The Spectator, Seattle realityofheighteningU.S.involve- trol about40 percent of the country
University,900 Broadway,Seattle, WA 98122. U.S.P.S.No.2783 ment in a foreign conflict closer to to the south, which is where the

I The Spdci
ator
—

majority of illegalcrop cultivation
takes place. The paramilitaries,
some of whom are directly linked
to the government, are renowned
for grosshuman rightsabuses while
on patrol against the guerrillas.All

—

have fledtheirhomesin thelast 15
years, and anyone who can get out
is doingso.

Similar

to

the situation leading

up to greater U.S. involvement in
Vietnam, Colombia is a tinderbox
—
ready toexplode entertheClinton
administration and America'sredhot war ondrugs,ready tostrikethe
match.
With the recent passage of Plan
Colombia (crafted mostly by
Americans), $1.3 billion worth of
emergency aid has been

——

allocated to the Colombian government by the
Clinton administration,
crankingupAmericaninvolvement in an already
extremely tensesituation.
A gushingstreamofU.S.
taxpayer greenbacks is
headingdown south, with
the heightened level of
drug cultivation in guerrillacontrolledareascited
as our national priority
for doing so.
The plan calls for more than a
dozenBlack Hawk helicopters,airplanes tosprayherbicides tokillthe
illicit crops, American advisors to
train Colombian troops and lots of
monetarysupport to theColombian
military. The Clinton administrationclaims itcan empowerthe Colombian government to militarily
resolvethe conflict,using thehelicoptersand freshly fundedmilitary
to push the guerillasback into the
jungleandintooblivion,something
the Colombian military has been
unable to do against the well fi«

Colombia is tinderbox ready
explode
the Clinton
administration and America's
red-hot
drugs,ready
strike the match.

.
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See Colombiaon page 7
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American police: striking fear in the
hearts of criminals and citizens alike
cop there is another breakdown. jump,do you scream "How high?"
The scared cop, with kids andlittle Probably not.Do youobey? Yes?I
experiencehasbecome thecop who know most of us whoare employed
kills instead of justbeating. We all do things against our better judgrememberthe 41 bullets shot into a ment. Why should cops be an exreachingfor his walletin New ception?
man
Spectator
York.Fora longtime,Iwouldhave
Thisis amessage to the oneidiot,
argued that these men had to be and themany likehim/her. Wedon't
"bad cops." After more consider- want innocent people tobeviolated
don't
ation,Irealized that evenbad cops and assaulted so some guy can be
inorderto winthe drug war.I
think the manin the recliner,or his
would not shoot somuch.
thrown in jail, and become a statiswife, is buying this excuse, and
Aretherefewerlittle boysdream- tic in this so-called drug war.
frankly, neither am I.
ing about beingcops? Did the fear
Someone out theremisses theguy
This wasn't just a matter of a
of their parents rub off on them? in the recliner. He died in vain.
drug war fatality ;it wasaninvasion
Did the men and women There wasno justification for the
of privacy. Ifthey
in the police force dream actions taken. Idon't want another
had a warrant, BBiß^^H
of beingcops when they innocent person to be violated this
how did they get
were kids? Maybe this is way. But ifhe had not died, would
it with only one
on
just a breedofprotectors we have known about the practice
person's word?If
whodreamtofbeing law- of searching a whole building on a
they didnot have
whim?
yers and actors.
a warrant,whatin
Fate made them cops,
Thiswas wrong,andIam stating
the world were
but cops who fear those that I care about the man in the
they doing there?
they protect. Maybe the recliner who died too soon. He
to
Ithink this should
boys and girls who had should have gotten to eat his pot
notbeacceptedas
dreamsof being cops are roast, relax in from of News Hour
not
run
a case of a ranjustas scared. Would you with Jim Lerher and read his
dom person who
risk your life to save the Reader 'sDigest.Theotherinhabitfell to the mercy of the "greater agemale cop.I
am respectful in all same people whoscreamed "pig" at ants of the apartment complex
good." Thisshouldbe important to my encounters with the police de- you? These men and women still should have been able to go about
us because it could easilyhappen to partment.Lately,the moreI
hearon come to your door when someone their lives without men with guns
anyone.
the news and frommy acquaintan- has broken in.
bursting into their apartments at
Picture your parents' or your ces, the moreI
begin tofear cops. A
Now we have to think whether dinner time.
grandparents'housebeing invaded. society should not be run by fear. good cops with bad orders or just
The wife of the man in the reUnderstand that this can happen
What about the police officers' bad cops preformed the drug raid. cliner should not be a widow.
anywhere. Something is seriously stance? When Iwaslittle Ithought One idiotcancause somethinglike

Jamila

Johnson

Columnist

A man sat in hisrecliner watching TV. We can imagine many
things tomake thismanmorereal to
us. Maybe he had just gottenhome
from work, put his slippers on and
spread a copy ofReader's Digest
out acrosshis lap. Thesmell of potroast and potatoes couldhave been
drifting in from the kitchen.
We don't really know what he
hadbeen doing. All weknowis that
an innocent man in Boston, while

sitting inhisreclinerheard the bang
of his door being knocked down.
Whenhe turned, aSWAT team was
pointing gunsathim.Thismayhave
been asimple accident,but ourman,

Lately, the more Ihear

]

{Colombia: drug-wars
nanccd and firmly entrenched guerrillaforces. Byfocusing soheavily
on military objectives, the plan
spends way less on combating the
multitude of socialills,which will
only behelpedbyempoweringColombian civil society to address
the underlyingcauses of thewhole
mess.
Not surprisingly, the plan has
met with increasingly wide opposition from neighboring South
American governments, journalists and religious figures who fear
the aid will only serve to further
militarize the situation,sending it
spilling over into neighboringterritories;not to mention the plan's
failure to address the lingering
problems wrought by a dysfunctional economy.They can see the
writingonthe wall;why can' t we?
On Saturday, Oct. 7, the group
Tintopor laPaz (translated: "a cup
of coffee for peace") came to the
Wykoff Auditoriumon the Seattle
University campus to deliver the
urgent messageofthe looming crisis of American foreign policy in
Colombia. The key note speaker
wasa Colombian graduate student
namedJulianaGonzalez.Shecriticized the plan forits military emphasis andoffered a special academic focus on the damaging effects herbicide spraying would
have on the over40 different ecoVs^ystems of Colombia's rich natu-

the

news and from my
acquaintances, the more I
begin fear cops. A society
by fear.
should
be

in his yellow recliner, had a heart
attack and died.
The Boston Police Department
was veryapologetic, ofcourse. An
anonymous tip had led them to the
man'sapartmentbuilding, but there
hadbeennospecific apartmentnumber. The policedecided to try a hit
and miss approach and randomly
checked apartments. No drugs or
guns were found in his apartment, wrongwhenrandom homesare vioor for that matter in the building. latedwithbruteforce.Ithink about
Theexcuse was, loosely: this is the my door beingknocked down,and
kindof accident wehave to excuse it makes me feel violated. The

From page 6

thought of a mixed-up tipsending
men with guns bursting into my
apartmentmakes megonumb.The
thought of my sonbeingin the same
room with the protectors of common good and fighters in the drug
war, makes me sick. This whole
thing has gone too far.
Recently, it seems the bumper
sticker to have on the back of your
Chevy says, "Guns don't kill,cops
do." Don't get me wrong, Irespect
the police departmentin theory.
Idon't yell"pig," or refer to the
doughnut consumptionofthe aver-

ral resources. Tinto por la Paz
came to address the university
community and anyone else who
wouldlistenof theinherent threats
this huge infusion of U.S. taxpayer money will have to
Colombia's natural habitat and
citizenry. Few were there to hear.
The Plan Colombia legislation
waspushedthrough Washington
and paradedinfront of the American public with the same insane
logic of making warto stopdrugs
Since the issueofillegal drugs is
sucha sacredcow forbothDemocrats and Republicans, the measure passeddespite efforts to support alternatives to military solutions.Bothpresidentialcandidates
currently support the plan and no
other barriers standin the way to
its implementation except for
you and me.
An educated American public
canuse the voice ofdemocracy to
bringanend to the madnesscalled
Plan Colombia by speaking out
and voicing their objections to
lawmakers withphone calls oremails.Togetinvolved,orfor more
information on Colombia, call
Cristina Reyes of the Seattle Colombia Committee, (206)-567-5610.

.

—

there were goodcops andbadcops.

our man in the recVmet to die. So

Jamila Johnson is a freshman

Now my analysis has developed. who do we blame? Personally, I majoring incommunication. Her
address
is
There are still good cops and bad blame that one idiot. When you are e-mail
cops, but in the realm of the good at work and your boss asks you to tchippie23@hotmail.com.

Letters to

the Editor
Same-sex partner

Bon Appetit

benefits

coffee

Iread withinterestthe editorial in
the Oct. 12 issueon page 8. Thank
you for covering the forum.
Unfortunately, your editorial
repeateda misconception voicedat
the forum about SU's tuition
remission benefit. Iattended the
forum andheardthediscussionabout
the tuitionremissionbenefit forSU
faculty and staff and their spouses
anddependents. At the timeIdidn't
focus inontheerroneousassumption
in the speaker's statement.
Hispartner,Scan O'Reily,pursued
and obtained amaster's degree,not
an undergraduate degree. SU's
tuitionremissionbenefit appliesonly
to the first undergraduatedegree a
spouse ordependentpursues. While
thechallenge made to thefairnessof
excluding domestic partners from

the tuitionremission benefit is an
important one, accurately
representing the facts (the scopeof
the benefit)is also important so that
readers and listeners are properly
informed.
The benefit would not have been
available for Scan O'Reily's
master's degree evenif the benefit
were extended to domestic
partners.I
am sorryIdidn'tpick up
on that during the forum so that I
couldhaveoffered this clarification
at that time.
Thank you for your time.
Catherine Walker
Executive Assistant
to thePresident

Iwant to thank Nic Romerofor
his fine article on the issues
surrounding shade-growncoffee.
As consumers, weall have an
opportunity to impact issues
affecting the global environment
and social justice worldwide.
Buying Equal Exchange coffee
and avoidingdisposableplates
and cups whenpossible are two
small stepsin the right direction.
Here at Seattle University, Bon
Appetitis committed to working
with students and staff to make
our world a better place. Ideas on
additional ways wecan help are
always welcome.
Buzz Hofford
General Manager
Bon Appetit

Kyle Davidson is a senior The Spectator welcomesletters to the editor. Letters shouldbe e-mailed to: spectator@seattleu.edu or
majoringinpoliticalscienceand delivered by hand to The Spectator offices by the mondaybefore the issue in which the letter willappear.
Spanish. Hise-mail addressis Letters must include author'snameand daytimephone number.
kiko&seattleu.edu.
j
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Arts & Entertainment
Let the dogs out, Best in Show not a comedy for the masses
6

ScanReid
Staff Reporter

The film

Even Guest makes a funny appearanceasHarlan Pepper,ablood-

cusing pri- houndowner whosilently strives to
become an expert ventriloquist.
The dog owners are bizarre and
owners quirky, but some just come off as
annoying.
The Flecks, a married couple
played by Catherine O'Hara and
EugeneLevy,areunusuallypainful
to watch when describing their insipid relationship and singing offkey to their terrier. Their one funny
bitis a runninggagin the filmabout
ingly, direc- Mrs.Fleck's promiscuous history,

Onehas toadmire the originality
put into Christopher Guest' s movie
BestIn Show,a comedy about five
groups ofdogowners competing to
win the topprize in the Philadelphia
Mayflower Dog Show.
The dialogueitself, while lightly

penned by Guest and partner Eugene Levy (American Pie), was
mostly improvised by the film's
cast, which includes a talentedensemble of comedians including
Michael McKean, John Michael

as former lovers constantly ap-

Higgins, Parker Posey andMichael
Hitchcock.
The fact thatthe wholefilmis set

presents the

proach her in the film to tell her
"how good she was" right in front
of her husband.

on the backdrop of a dog show,

umentary

Admittedly,there are oneor two

probably one of the

most

boring

events ever to be televised, says a

lot about the daring of its director.
Butin theend,BestInShowcomes
off as a mediocre farce; funny, but
never laugh out loud or uproarious

like

most

HarlanPepper increases his bloodhound's confidence before the show.

Most moviegoers will be staring theirseats,waitingforareallyfunny
memorable comedies. blankly at the screen andshiftingin momentto come.
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While TIAA-CREF
invests for the long term,
it's nice to see performance
like this.
jjg-,
TIAA-CREF has delivered impressive results like these
by combining two disciplinedinvestment strategies.
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CREFGROWTH
ACCOUNT
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PProacn also allows
I usThistoaadapt
our investments
to different market

conditions, which is

able as the gay couplewhose hopes
are ridingon theirShi Tzu.
Equally funny are Posey and
Hitchcock playing amarriedcouple
so concerned about their dog's disgruntled behaviorthat they gocrazy
when they loseits favorite squeaky
toy and approach a pet counselor
after they find the dog watching
them make love.

i

CREF GROWTH ACCOUNT 3

26.70% 27.87% 26.60%

In our CREF Growth Account, one of many CREF vanable annuities, wecombine active managementwith
enhanced indexing.With,two strategies, we have
two ways to seek out performance opportunities—
helping to make your investmentswork twice as hard.

EXPENSERATIO

funny moments inBestIn Show.
One of these is the part when
the comedian actors Harlan Pepper describes ventriloquism as an ancientprofessionand
ward the the followingshot is acarving of an
EgyptianholdingaminiatureEgypThemethodis aneffective way to tian figure, supposedly representintroduce theeccentric traitsofeach ing a puppet.
ofthecharactersandis pretty funny.
It was also fun listening to the
a
gay
example,
couple
For
is intro- clueless dog show announcer,
duced in a meat store where at one played by Fred Willard, who sugpoint, the moreflamboyant partner gests that Harlan's bloodhound
interrupts the interview to ask the might bemoreentertainingandhave
store clerk if he could just "hold" a better luck in the show if he wore a
pieceof salamiinsteadof buying it. Sherlock Holmeshat and carried a
The film wisely sticks to just pipein his mouth.
showing its weirdand off-the-wall
Despite being weird and clever,
characters, slowly building to the Best InShow neverachieves a moclimax:the dog show and who will ment of hilarity with the audience.
win.
It's mostly a film withsubtle jokes
McKean and Higgins are enjoy- thatseepout of the improvisedlines

iyear

AS OF 6/30/00

5 years

6/30/00

since inception
4/29/94
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Combine this teamapproach with our low expenses
and you'll seehow TIAA-CREF stands apart from
thecompetition.Call and find out how TIAA-CREF
can work for you todayand tomorrow.

032%1 2.09%2 especially important during
| volatile economic times.
I
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Ensuringthe future
for those who shape it."
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1.800.842.2776
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Read them carefully
For morecomplete information onour securities products,please call 1 800.842.2733, ext. 5509, torequest prospectuses.
before you invest 1. TIAA-CREF expenses reflect the waiverof a portionof the Funds' investment management fees, guaranteeduntil July
1 2003. 2. Source: Morningstar, Inc.6/30/00, tracking 939 averagelarge-cap growthannuity funds. 3. Due to current market volatility, our
securities products' performancetoday may be less than shown above. The investment results shown for CREF Growth variable annuity reflect
fluctuate,
past performance and are not indicative of future rates of return. These returnsand the "valueof the principal you haveinvestedwill
price upon redemption. TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc.
so the shares you own may be more or less than their original "
Annuities
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" Investors Services, Inc. distributes the fersonal
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of the actors, which only garner a

chuckle here, a small laugh there.
The film is neverbad,but thereare
plenty of offbeat comedies avail-

able for rental that are much funnier.
Only the very curious need apply,otherwisesaveyourmoneyand
rent There'sSomethingAboutMary
one more time.
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Arts & Entertainment
BOOK OF THE WEEK: TRACONSURPRISINGLY SUSPENSEFUL

J.L. FARIS

everyone gets home safe and on
time.This may sound easy, espe-

Book Reviewer
Paul McElroy comes out swing-

ing with his first book, TRACON,
and he pulls no punches.McElroy
picks a very original topic for a
suspense novel. TRACON is about
airtraffic controllingand whathappens whenhumans trust computers
to make decisions for them. You
might be wondering what in the
world is so suspenseful about air
traffic controlling,or"pushingtin,"
as the controllers call it. Iwould
have never thoughtit very exciting,
but McElroy shows just how exciting it can actuallybe.
McElroy takes the reader deep
underground into the TRACON
(Terminal Radar Approach Control) room at Chicago's O'Hare

Airport, thebusiestTRACONroom
in the country. Amidstthe darkness

and glowingradarscopes, a select
few men and womenpushtinaround
the skies of Chicago,making sure

cially when we think about how
high-techand efficient the worldis
today. However, McElroy tells a
different story.In the world ofgovernment regulations and contracts,
the controllersin TRACONhave to
useancient,obsolete equipment that
sometimesfails completely.
Thereader soonrealizes thatcontrollers play a huge roll inkeeping
airplanes from colliding into one
another,especiallyat themost critical times of flight: right after takeoff and right before landing.
Themain characterof the story is
a controller named Ryan Kelly,
whomall the other controllers call
Rain Man. The best controller in
Chicago's TRACON, Kelly can sit
at a scope for hours and neverlook
stressed, flustered or fatigued. The
trick tocontrollingairtraffic is keeping the "flick." This is the mental
visualization of the airplanes and
their information that appears on

a romantic subplot between about to collide.
Kelly and a newspaper editor,
Although TCAS is thought ideal
Christy Cochran. The relationship for the busy skies, the controllers in
starts off rocky,butlevelsout into a TRACON believe that it causes
nice distractionfrom whatbecomes many nearmissesbecause ithas no
arivetingplot.
ideaof the intentionsof the pilot or
The buddingrelationshipbetween thecontrollers.Thecontrollers think
Ryan and Christy keeps the reader that the TCAS is actually directing
interestedas different charactersand planes into one another. When it
issuesare introducedandexplained. was obvious the planes were on a
Justas thereaderis gettingcomfort- collision course, Kelly tried to tell
able with thestrange and fast-paced the pilot, thusavoiding tragedy,but
world of TRACON, the real crisis the pilot wastaking hisorders from
TCAS, hailed as infallible by the
strikes.
FAA, and ignoredKelly.
There is a midair collision.
One airliner is completely deWhat McElroy creates is a story
stroyed andcrashesintoLakeMichi- that is centered on the question of
gan.The otherplane makesanemer- human versus computer.
However,hedoesn't let thatlimit
gency landing. Because Ryan is the
controller for the two flights, the the story todry discussionsoftechFAA holds him responsible. In- nology and trajectory. McElroy
stalled in all airplanes is a device juggles the various subplots like
that uses the radar to think ahead, Ryan Kelly juggles planes. Each
becoming the eyes where the pilot one of those plots builds up right
has none. This device, the TCAS, until the end, creating a spellbindwarns the pilot whenanother plane ing story that never loosesits sense
is flying tooclose, or when two are of humor.
start

the radarscope.Keeping track ofall
that three-dimensional information
while looking ata two-dimensional
scopeisharder thanitsounds.Keeping the flick is aconstant battle for
most controllers,exceptKelly,who
deftly juggles the planes, even

through equipment failures.
The story begins with a minor
crisis of an equipment failure and
then a near miss, but disaster is
diverted. McElroy spendssomeink
tryingtoget the readerfamiliarwith
the surroundings and issues of
TRACON.He alsouses that time to

Hiawatha D. shows unique artistic vision
NICOLE GYULAY

modern art styles,along with some
conventions of his own.
All of Hiawatha D.'s paintings
havebold,solidcolors, whichcommunicate a sureness of purpose to
the viewer. The lines are strong,
sharp and angular,and theperspective is slightly off-kilter.The artist
seems to be saying "pay attention"
with these veryassertiveand some-

Arts & Entertainment Editor
In the small, comfortable lobby
of the Langston Hughes Cultural
Arts Center exists a unique experience. As you enter the lobby, you
see an explosion of color in the
periphery of your vision, and you
stop to look. What you see is a

Hiawatha D.'s first solo exhibi-

he refers to his approach as "Con-

"Trio" Acrylic, 15" by 11".

of l'l«

i|ISSIONAI

by his tendency to onlycreate imagesof dailylife.
He states that his goal is to be-

|SKIP
the LECTURE

temporary Urban Images," which
incorporate an amalgamation of
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D. is content to create powerful
representations oflife rooted in his
understanding of it. These representationsmay very wellbring view-
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it.Where manypainters must make
a statementof some sort, Hiawatha

ers to a new appreciation of the
simple beauty of dailylife.
HiawathaD.a/sosellsnotecards,
journals and mini-prints, the prowhatunusual uses of color,lineand come "internationally recognized ceeds of which go to benefit -youth
perspective.
as an artist who represents a posi- programs for at-risk high school
The figures in the paintings are tive and unique view of our cul- students at the Langston Hughes
faceless,but the artiststill manages ture." Indeed, his paintings do not Cultural Arts Center. For more into communicate emotion through critique modernculturebutrevel in formation, call (206) 684-4757.

poignant,yet unassumingrendition
ofmodernlife, createdby the tip of
HiawathaD.'s paintbrush.
tion was in 1993 at Seattle
University's Kinsey Gallery, and
since then he has attracted a large
amountof interest onboth the East
and West Coasts. In his literature,

the positionof the figure in relation
to itself andits surroundings. This
is a wonderful method because it
enhances the viewer's feeling of
rapport with the Figure in the pic—
ture as if the viewer could actuallybethat figure. Thisis enhanced
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A Budget Halloween:
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How to make your SU Halloween a frugal one

Everyone knows college students are hard-pressed for cash.
How could someonepossibly paytuitionand throw a Halloween
part^ at tie same t me? ere are s me way s f° r y° u to tai<c
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The best part aboutHalloweenis shedding your
ordinary clothesand donningthe uppare\ of someone
exciting,like a pirate ora scarecrow. For your Seattlethemed party,try dressing up as your favorite
neighborhood icon! We offer a few suggestions, but
don't let the fun stop here. There are plenty more
Seattle stereotypes to dress up as, such as the
BelltownHipster, the First Hill Geriatric and the
Ballard Scandinavian. Let your Jet City creativity fly!

Cajiifnf Hill

.

Going for that creepy, horror movie look? The on-campus
eaterieshouse a slew of bone-chilling decorations.Head straight
for the silverware bins Here you-n nnd knives that dangiing
fromtheceiling,willbe sure tomake yourpartyguestsmore than
a littleuncomfortable.Don't forget torummagethrough the trash
bins, where you'll find chicken bones that are perfect for that
mock graveyardat your party.Finally,grab a stack ofnapkins and
draw acouple black dots on each one. You'llhaveail-toorealistic
ghosts to hang from your doorway.
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invitations:
—
The paper, the photocopies whoneeds expenseslike that for
piddlyinvitations?TheLemieuxLibrary has theperfectsolution!
Conveniently located by the library's computers are stacks of
pre-cut scratchpaper.Jotdown theinfo to your party ontheblank
side and voilallfotherstudentsjump at this opportunity before
youanddrain the libraryof their paper supply,there are plenty of
bulletin boards around campus with dyers waiting to be convertedinto invitations!
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advantage of your campus and throw a chillinglycheap monster
mash bash!
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Party Games:
Don't have enough space to partake in the oh-so-exciting
bobbing for apples game? SU otters enough dark, secluded
places to play our favorite party game:SU's Halloween "Survivor." Here's how it works:Lock up your party guests in tuckedawayholes like Campion's TheCave or f/ie Spectator's lower
srß offices Sel up watch outside. During the next few days of
scratching,begging and pleading,let out each guest one by one.
The lastperson to stand being locked up in a dark SU catacomb
wins a pumpkin etched with the visageof Mary K. Letourneau!
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Costume: Street Punk

Costume: Frat Boy

Costume: Hippie

Clothes: scuffed combat boots, torn biack pants, tattered

Clothes: tight white wife-beater,perfectly rounded

Clothes: tie-dyed t-shirt, Birkenstocks, billowy skirt (for

c

Abercrombie & Fitch baseball cap, brown sandals, shorts
out of season

menand women), dreadlocks

si

Accessories: nag champa incense,soy milk, Vote for

A

Nader buttons, herbalrefreshments

fr

Presentation: Walk into the party andhand a carnation to

P

every party-goer,making sure they are voting Green this
election. Browse the snacks and make sureallare vegan and
made by union workers. After giving the Capitol Hill Street
Punk change,complain about the status of TheMan. Light
up with the U-District Frat Boy andplay a Joan Baez tune on
your second-hand guitar.Leave the party in a Green Tortoise
bus.

Pi

punk rock t-shirt,chain link belt, fingerless gloves

Accessories: matted hair,change cup, sickly dog,
precarious odor

Presentation: Walk into the party and immediately ask
for change. Once you are turned down, head to other areas
of the party and ask for change. After beingconstantly
ignored, stand ona table and yell for change.Then ask for
change to buy beer. Once the chuckles have died down,
ask for change to buy drugs. Then ask for change to buy
dog food. When allelse fails, leave the party and continue
asking for change in front of Dick's.

Accessories: beer, large-chestedsorority girl,Dave
Matthews Band CDs, cheat

sheets

Presentation:Walk into the party and demand toknow
where the beer is stashed. After getting trashed, make some
grunting/yelling noises that bring out the masculine beast
in you. Be sure to sexually harass every woman at the party
and push around allthe men withsmaller muscles than
you. Consult theFremont Hippie for baked goods, then
relax on the couch and play with your muscles as you listen
to the Steve Miller Band's Greatest Hits.
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tips for a ghoulish tribute to the Emerald City
.a

/■-

Need helpfinding supplies for your Halloweenparty?
Is your costume lacking that certain fright-factor?
Try these SeattleHalloweenshops:
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Vintage Costumes
7011 Roosevelt Way NE

11201 Roosevelt Way NE

KUBE 93's Halloween Haunted House
sth Aye.& Mercer St.
Open through Oct. 31, exceptMondays and
Tuesdays
$10 admission
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Display & Costume Supply
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CampionLaundry Room
914 EJefferson

Value Village
1525 11th Aye.

With inspired costume ideas, creative decorationsand excitingparty games, we can't see any reason how your Halloween
by some horrible reason it does, Seattle offers some frightfully fun places for you to get your spook on.
Party cou c a
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Champion Party Supply
124 Denny Way
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Brocklind's CostumeCompany
500 E Pike St.

March ofDimes HauntedHouse
at theLakewoodMall

Open through Halloween
$5 admission
STAR 101.5's UltimateHaunted House
120 Northgate Plaza
Open weekends through Halloween
$8 admission

Fright Gallery Haunted House
6333 Ist Aye. S
Open through Oct. 31, except Mondays and
Tuesdays
adm>ssion

*

—^

It wouldn'tbe a Halloweenparty without jack-o-lanterns,and we've got the perfect idea for a ghoulishSeattle pumpkin! Little kids love a good scare
on Halloween and who isn't scarier than former SeattleUniversity MIT student Ms. Mary K. Letourneau? The sight of her glowing face in the center
of your livingroom will be sure to scare both minors and grown-upsalike!

—

BllflflU Illlllfi
Costume: Business Person

PinnflflF Siniarfl
Costume: Bum

Clothes:power suit from Nordstrom, patentleather loafers,

Clothes: tattered slippers, remnants of a coat, blanket,

silk scarf, anythingblack

leftovers from the Capitol Hill Street Punk

Accessories: Palm Pilot, cell phone, decafnonfat latte

Accessories: a 40 of Mickey's in a brown paperbag,

from Starbucks, lowly office assistant

sleeping bag, concealed weapon,regularbed at Harborview

party and hand a carnationto

Presentation: Walk into the party and yell "Ineed the

Presentation: Walk into the party and fall over.Ask the

are voting Green this
make sure allare vegan and

photocopies NOW!" Pushaside the Fremont Hippie and tell
the Pioneer Square Bum to get a job. Sneer at the laughing UDistrict Frat Boy and demand to know where the Grand
Marnier is.Punch some numbers intoyour PalmPilot and
adjust your scarf, reapply your makeup and tease your hair.
After complaining that this is a party for "littlepeople" and
you don't have time for it,head to the street and hail a taxi,
muttering that Seattle is nothing likeManhattan.

Broadway Street Punk for change,throwing everybody off.
Hoard as much liquor as you can in your brown paper bag
and eat the Fremont Hippie's carnations. After crashing in a
corner ofthe room,leave the party and head over to the
Bohemian Nightclub, where you'll joineveryone in a couple
of rounds of gunshots.

:nstocks, billowy skirt (for

ense, soy milk, Vote for

ley

ving the Capitol Hill Street
of TheMan Light
play a Joan Baez tune on
the party in a Green Tortoise

ritus

.
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Redhawks plagued by inconsistency

Freshmen shine in big victories, but suffer heartbreak at home
west Nazarene College, 6-0.

U-WEN LEE
Staff Reporter

In-form striker Joseph Supang
powereda header towards goal, but

Recently, the Seattle University

Crusaders goalkeeper Brett
O'Connor miraculously palmed it
away, but only back to Supang
whoserebound was lasttouched by
a Crusader defender. A last ditch

Redhawks haveresembleda modern day Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.
On one day they can tangle with
the best,producing irresistible soccer skills worthyof a winning team.
Onanother day their play is less
than impressive.
SU's identity crisis continued
when they suffered a shutoutdefeat
at

attempt wasmadebyJustin Metzger
tosave the ball,but to no avail:1-0
to the Redhawks.

Danny Ferris contributed much
to the game.He advanced 20 yards
and slottedthe ball intothe net past

the hands of Roberts Wesleyen

the despairing O'Connor.
Six minutes before the break, it
was Ferris again who dribbled almosthalf the lengthof the field. He
lobbedthe ball high,butO'Connor
instinctively backpedaled to tip it

College.
"Raided" at home

It was a classic example of east
meets west when RWC

took to the

over the bar.

fieldwith theRedhawksin acrucial

match.

Ferris then showed his predatory
ill-timed kick by

The men 's soccer team lines upfor the national anthem at a recent match.

Last Wednesday at Championship Field, the Redhawks tangled Peter Fewing, and his New York
with the RWCRaiders fromRoch- counterpartGregGidman,knew that
ester, N.Y. but were downed 1-0 thebattleforsupremacywouldhave
thanks to a late goalby Jaun Pablo to be won in midfield.
Galavis.
Unfortunately for Fewing, his

The Redhawks had to put aside players' finishing touches betrayed
their Pacific West Conference them as they could not produce a
championship ambitions, as a win decent attack to trouble RWC.
would improve their leaguestandIt wasn't until the 39th minute
ing.
that SU threatened the visitors.
It was Raiders defender Andrew Midfielder James Vert crossed a
Wareing who registered the first good ball from the right, which
goal attempt in the game. With an teammate Kevin Houck met with a
open net at which to aim, Wareing great header. Raiders' goalkeeper
teased Redhawk goalkeeper Richard Goddard reacted quickly
JeremiahDoyleout of position,but to fist the ball behind him for a
his shotflew inches abovetheright corner.
corner.
The teams came out for the secBoth teams' defenses were wa- ond half revitalized, but again it
tertight for the first half.SUcoach was the Raiders who looked more

M.p

Bfeyfl
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likely toscore.Joint topscorerJose
Diazhit a low left-footed shot, but
Doyle scooped it up comfortably.
Then Vert got into the thick of the
actionas his first shot was initially
blocked by Goddard. And the reboundwasscrambledaway tosafety
by theresilient Raider defense.
Then came the saveof the game.
TexanAhmedFigueroasent athunderbolt, which was screaming for
thegoal,but Doylefie woutstretched
to his right to palm the ball away.

nature as an

the Redhawks

A Routine Victory
It was business as usual whenthe

Redhawks made the short journey
south toOlympia to face Evergreen

State College. The Geoducks had
lost theirlast28 matches, and it was
no surprise at the end of the 90
minutes that therecord became 29.
SU demolished the Geoducks

O'Connor allowed the striker the
easiest of tasks to tap it home.
With the gamesafely in the bag,

reserve goalkeepers Brandon
Sewell and Charlie Burke both
managed to play, allowing starter
Jeremiah Doyle to take a well-deservedbreather on the bench.
The secondhalf startedoff with a
bang. TheRedhawksfiredaway at
NNC with consummate ease. The
speedy TimDapar crashed home a
scorching 20-yarder.Jon Yamauchi
scored his first of the season, and
freshman SheaRobinsonmade it 6-

mercilessly, when three freshmen
combined tonet all the goals in a 4-0 rout. Elliot Fauske chipped in
for overtime.
But in the 86th minute Galavis with twogoals in the 22ndand 44th -0 in the 73rd minute.
pulledone lasttrick outofhisbag to minutes, withhispeersJustinMiller
SU's current top scorer, the insnatch the victory. He finally beat and substitute defender Ryan juredlanChursky, wasin the stands
Doyle with a tremendous strike to Renshaw netting a late fourth to to watch his team during their emcapoff apriceless roadvictoryover complete the scoring. These were phatic victory.
the first ever collegiategoals for all
"Thefuture looks reallypromisthreeplayers.
ing, with so many new players in
the team this year. But it's really
■"■■■■■ ': J\|S^>Crusaders Stunned by
hard for me to look on from the
Redhawk Six-Pack
sidelines and not [be] able to help
|
out," Chursky said.
How ironic that the Redhawks'
When asked for an update on his
mostperfect teamperformance had injury (broken leg),Chursky said
to take place on a dreary, rainy he hoped to be back intraining as
afternoon infrontofanalmost sparse soon as this winter.
crowdat ChampionshipField. The
"The leg is healing really well,
The game was seemingly headed

i 11

gloom wassoon forgotten, ascoach and Ihope to be back in a few
Fewing's players trouncedNorth- months time," he said.

it ,i

Car Accident?
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Drive for Metro
Part-Time

ERgg REPORT Reveals information that you MUST
know regarding your injury care. Not knowing this
could be hazardous to your healthICall tha Toll-

(1-800-388-6602)

A.A. Lemieux Library
Earn $ 1 4.07 to $20.1 0 an hour Flexible schedule Benefits include
medical, dental, vision,paid vacation & sick leave Paid training
Candidate must be at least 21 years of age Requires Washington
State driver's license and an acceptable driving record.

" °'"" y

(206) 684- 1 024

Ki g C

www.metrokc.gov/ohrm

METRO

King County Metro Transit is an equal opportunity employer.
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Research Paper Clinics
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TheLemieux Library ReferenceDepartment will offer
ResearchPaper Clinics
October 23 November 17, 2000.

-

Librarians will give individualizedassistancein:
■ Defining yourresearch topic
■ Developingsearch strategies
■ Utilizingonline printing resources.
nd
Sign upat theReference Desk, 2 Floor,Lemieux
Library, with a topicin mind.

We can help.
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Women's basketball
coach takes over for men
ALEXIS JUDAY-MARSHALL

"Once that process is done, we
willcommunicatetheopeningviaa
national search at an appropriate
time during the year."
The switchincoaching willforce
both teams to readjust.
'Thetoughestpartof making this
decision for me was breaking the
news to the [women's] team," Cox
said. "I have a very close relation-

Sports Editor

Longtime women's basketball
coach DaveCox will take over the

men'sbasketball coachingposition
for the 2000-2001 season.
Cox,SeattleUniversity'salltime
winningestcoach, willnot servehis
21st season with the women' s team
as was expected.
Cox will instead replace men's
head coach Al Hairston who announced his resignationlast month
to take an assistant coaching position at the Universityof Washing-

ing status.

1

ton.

JoeFithian,Cox's assistant coach
for the past five seasons, will serve
as thewomen'sinterimcoach when
they take the court this season.
When asked about the decision,
SU Athletic Director Todd
Schilperoort said,"Thismove gives
us continuity, experienceand wis-

"Ihave a very close
relationship with
all the players, and
Ididn't want them
to feel like Iwas
"
abandoning them.
Dave Cox, former
women's team

dom at the interim position."
Schilperoort is confident in his
decision, noting that it will only

COACH

benefit SU to bring someone into
theposition whoalready has astrong ship withall theplayers, andI
didn't
working knowledge of the team, want them to feel like Iwas abanthe school and players.
doning them."
ButCox isconfident hehas made
Thiswill not be the first time that

Cox has coached the men's team.
During a 1998-99 season joint
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toreturnas thewomen'sheadcoach
at the end of this season.

Playing inovertimehasnot been
kind on the fifth-ranked Seattle
University women's soccer team.
Their string of bad luck continued
as theirconstant struggles in overtimeforced them torelinquishtheir
grip on the PacWest Conference
lead.
Last Saturday afternoon at
Championship Field,it was Western Washington University'sMary
Wellnitz whoheaded in the decisivegoal fourminutesinto thesudden death overtime period.
It wasa victory ofimmensesignificance for thevisitors.Itsnapped
Seattle's proud streakof 531 minutes of shutout play, and the Vikings took over the PacWest Conference lead with their 1-0 victory.
All threeSeattle losses this season have ironically been by 1-0
marginsin overtime at home.The

free buther shotfrom 15yards out
was savedby WWU's goalkeeper
Shaye Anderson.
After a fairly conservativefirst
half, the Redhawks boosted their
attack further and controlled the
tempo throughout most of the secondhalf.Seattle outshot Western
9-0 in the second half. Western
mustered the only two shots in
overtime with Wellnitz putting an
end to an intense match in what
could be the makings of a truly
great rivalry.
Heroine-of-the-day Anderson,
made five important saves in recording the shutout for the Vikings.
SUreserve keeperBeth Anderson, made just one save in her
second start of the season. Startingkeeper Carrie Geharty missed
the game due to an ankle injury
she suffered in practicea few days
ago.
With the defeat, the Redhawks
drop to a 6-2, 13-3 record. The
second of their four-game
homestand continues on Saturday
when they hostCentral Washington UniversityinanotherPacWest
match at 1 p.m., followed by a
duel with Northwest Nazarene
University onMondayafternoon.
The Redhawks hope to emulate
the success oftheir male counterparts, as the men's team demol-

Redhawks now hold a dismal 1-3
record inovertime matches.
The match started at a frantic
pace. An even battle ensued
throughout most of the first half
with the Redhawks havingthebetter scoring opportunities.
With justovereight minutesleft
in the first half,Heather Hartstein
headed the ball in the back of the
net but the goal was ruled out by
thelineswoman'soffsides call.Just ished NNU 6-0 last Wednesday
moments earlier, Hartstein broke afternoon.

K^Askthe
Admissions
f

Expert
T A

Graduate School
October 23
7-9 pm

m

Law School
October 24
7-9 pm

0

Business School

October 30
7-9 pm

B)

*lively discussion» withMaryZimmerman
Od.21 at MO|».

with them.
The face ofthe teammay change,
—
but only forashort time Cox plans

StaffReporter

4216 University Way, NE

JIM

M

thinking for SU women's basketball."
The women are excited and believe Fithian will be a good fit for
the position.
"We all have a tremendous respect for Coach Fithian, and we
know he is going to do a fantastic
job with this team," Kloeck said.
Cox plans to maintain an active
role with the women's team this
year, but thismarks the first season

u-wen Lee

Seattle Kaplan Center

i^l

jmu-tm.

YOAKTIM^B

Fithian added, "We are going to
do the same things we would do if
Dave was with us.I'm not thinking
for Joe Fithian,thehead coach;I'm

that Cox will not sit on the bench

the right decision.
"Looking at the needs of the departmentalong with myloveforSU
andcommitmentto the university,I

road trip with the women's team,
Hairston washospitalized,and Cox
took over for the men.
felt this was a way to make a posiSchilperoort alsoadded that the tive situation for both programs,"
choice to hire Cox gives him the Cox added.
opportunity to focus on the task at
Thewomen'steamwas surprised
hand:hiring a coachfor next season by the news.
Said Anna Kloeck, one of only
and familiarizing that person with
theprogram.
two returning seniors, "It was a
"We willuse this time toevaluate shock atfirst, anditwill bedifferent
where we see the basketball pro- not having [him] on the sidelines
gram going," Schilperoort said.
with us,but...wedon't feel like heis

I ffSfll

abandoningus,and weare goingto
give him our full support."
Fithian brings his owncontinuity
to the women's team.
Hehasbeen Cox'schiefassistant
since 1994, and brings knowledge,
experience and familiarity to the
women's team.
"Everybody on this team has a
role," Fithian said, "and my role
thisseason is toassumeheadcoach-

Women falter in OT

Learn about application processes, school selection,
lettersof recommendation, personal statements, resumes, and more.
Kaplan's experts teach you valuablestrategies to maximize
your chances of acceptance to graduate programs!

Seating is limited call l-800-KAP-TEST to register!

ilonrton rMtTMttwi r»qwi* 20*443-2112

outsideSeattle i-677-900-«m

800-KAP-TEST
www.kaptest.com
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Volleyball struggles on the road
SONIARUIZ
Staff Reporter
Last weekend, while most students were dodgingrainy weather
and homework, the Seattle University volleyball team was flying
through fivedifferent statesand four
different airports toplay twogames.
"Wehad a reallylongtrip, andit
put a toll on us," junior outside
hitter Michelle Manlangit said.
"We became very aware of what
we were doing, communication
started breakingdown," Manlangit
said.

comeback becomes difficult. The
Redhawks had a hard time connecting early in the game, which
sent themdown 2-8.Withthatkind
ofadeficit inrally play,itis almost
impossible to come back, andthe
Redhawks collected another loss,
three games to five.
Flying back onSundaymorning,
the lady Redhawks learned a lot
about playing on theroadand living out of a suitcase. The lessons
learned will help them finish off
this season a more mature and ex-

In thethirdgame, the momentum
changed,and theRedhawks spanked
theMontana State University-Billings Yellowjackets by taking the
nexttwo games.

"Everything just came together;
we started putting balls down and
making smart moves," Manlangit
remarked.
The game five rally-style play
has always been a stressful situationfor theRedhawks When every
play counts andside-outs are elimi- perienced team.

.
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nated,allmistakesare costly,and a

hesitant playing. The Redhawks
quickly dropped two games in a
row.

What hurts morale the most for
the Redhawks is that they give up
winable games to little mistakes
and miscommunication.
Manlangit asserted that Western
NewMexicowas"abeatable team."
However, the Redhawks were sent
back to their hotel rooms with another0-3 game loss.
The nextday, the lady Redhawks
boarded another plane arriving in
Billings, Mont., frustrated and exhausted.
TheRedhawks like to try to get
outahead early in thegame, butthis
match found them struggling with

1
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Intramural
Scores
Football
Saturday 10/14

Men's Open
Moneyin theBank
DaHui
Money in theBank
Staff Infection

24
20
38
6

Men's Rec
Civil War
Corn Dogs
CarbolicSmokeBombs
LawSchool
Clear& Present Danger
DeathMachines
KnifeHits
808 Boardriders(2OT)

22
10
42
8
36
6
14
14

Coßec
Pinkerton
TowerofPower
BAMF
TeamC
GHEE
69ers
Dawgs
Vacas Diables

42
8
30
12
50
20
22
6

Sunday 10/15

Men's Rec
Corn Dogs
IRA
CivilWar
Clear andPresent Danger
CarbolicSmokeBombs
KnifeHits
808 Boardriders
Wet DreamTeam
Death Machines
Law School (forfeited)

Wr

im
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rfHwiSwl
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Coßec
TowerofPower
VacasDiables
BAMF
Pinkerton
GHEE

W^^^^^B \ Wwi 1

Dawgs

28
12
43
0
20
0
38
20

20
6
18
8
16
6

69ers
TeamC (forfeited)

See Volleyball results on
nextpage

EXPERIENCE JAPAN
FOR A YEAR!

THE JET*
PROGRAM
'(JapanExchange &Teaching)
Positions: Assistant LanguageTeacher (ALT)
Coordinator for International Relations (CIR)
Qualifications: American citizen, best

! JUoff
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for non-members with student ID.

for Student Advantage* members.

When youpresent this coupon and your
student ID.

When youpresent thiscouponand your
Student Advantage Card.

IOnly when you purchasebetweenAugust 31stand November 18th, fortravelon September14th through December16th. I
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Offer valid for select trains only

Not validon unreserved NEC service, Metroliner*,Acela Express"*, Auto
Train*, Canadian portion of joint AmtrakWlA* service, 7000& 8000
series Thruway Services, multi-ride fare plansand any other discounts
or promotions. Blackout dates areNovember 21-28, 2000. Offer nonrefundable after paymentis made. Reservations required 14 daysin
advance of travel with ticket purchase within2 days of reservation.
Valid for Business Class and SleepingCar upon paymentof full applicable accommodation charge. Amtrak is a registered service mark of the
National Railroad Passenger Corporation.
TRAVEL AGENTS:Access your CDS for complete details: G/PRO/51v
Sabre: Y/PRO/STU.Attachcoupon to auditor's coupon; if electronically
reporting, attach to agent coupon.All Travel Agents andAmtrak
TicketingAgents please returnthe coupon to: Amtrak Customer
Segmentation, 10G Street,NE, Washington, DC 20002.
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studentadvantage.com
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6/30/01.
Position begins:Late July 2001. Oneyearcommitment required.
Benefits: -3,600,000 yen /yr, airfare to

Japan from designated airports, return
airfare to home country upon completion
of contract, housing assistance.

Application deadline: Dec. 6. 2000
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Name:

suited for those under35 yearsof age(in
principle), obtain a BA/BS degree by

FOR APPLICATIONSCALL:
1-800-INFO-JET (463-6538)

FORINFORMATION CONTACT:
The Consulate-GeneralOf Japan
JET Program Coordinator
601 Union Street, Suite 500
Seattle, WA 98101
Tel: 206-682-9107x136
e-mail: jet@cgjapansea.org
www.cgjapansea.org/jet home.html
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RECRUITER ON CAMPUS
Thursday, Oct. 26, 2000

Atrium 11 am -2 pm

Sports

Controversy
over Iverson's
lyrics one of
NBA politics?

By

Iknow what you're thinking.
"Oh good, another column defendinghip-hop. It's been what, a

week since the last one?" Well, it
has, but this isn't necessarily that
type ofarticle.
Still, Ishould clear some things
up from the beginning.Iama hiphop fan. Ilike Jay-Z, OutKast,
Eminem, and even Lil' Kirn sometimes.Iwas angry when 2Pac and

The Notorious 8.1.G. were murdered,and wasjustas shocked when
Big Punand Eazy-E passedaway.
However, this isn't about my
tastes in music,nor is itabout making excuses for why so many rap
artists talk about what they choose
to talk about.This isn't about hip-

raised inItaly by both parents, one
of whom was also a successful pro
basketball player.But that'sneither
here nor there.
Iverson's celebrity is the only
reason why he has drawn any type
of protest. The picketing community needed a recognizable face to
put on their signs, which is why no
one raised a stink when Victor
"Noreaga"Santiago came out with
songs like "SuperThug," "Body in
the Trunk" and "Hed" (Can you
guess what it's about?).
Hip-hopfans may befamiliarwith
Nore,but who is he to mainstream
America?Iverson,ontheother hand,
is seenon national TV oncea week
from October through June, and
thousands of kids wear his replica
jersey and signature shoes.
AftertheThursdaymeeting Stern
issuedastatement,sayingthat "Ido
not believethat the NBA should be
in thebusiness of regulatingartistic
expression, no matter how repugnant."
Now, Sternand the League may

hop.This is about hypocrisy.
It all startedearlylast week, when
Allen Iverson's "40 Bars"made its

not have punished Iverson for his
music, norofficially forced him to

debut on radio stations. The first
single from his forthcoming solo
album, the song immediatelydrew
criticism and protest from various
human rights groups.
They weren't pleased with the
Philadelphia 76ers' guard and his
—
references to here'sa surprise —
sex, drugs and violence. His characterization of gays, women and
blacksalsodidn't sitwell withmany
people.
At firstIverson held his ground,
refusing to change the lyrics he'd
already recorded for the album. "If
your kid goes out and blows
somebody's headoff because Allen
Iverson said he was going to blow
somebody's head off on wax, then
you'redoingabad job as aparent,"
he told The Philadelphia Inquirer.
But aftera Thursdaymeeting with
NBA commissioner David Stern,
Iverson inexplicably retracted his
stance.Heagreed toeliminate some
of the lyrics, saying that "all you
can do is handle itlike aman."
This whole situation disturbed
me, for a couple of reasons.
For one, none of this ever would
have come up ifIverson was just
someguy from Norfolk, and not an

But isn't it funny how just days
afterstandingupforhimself andhis

NBA star.

Numerous hip-hopartistsget violent on record. Many of them get
sexual,and many of themtalkabout
drugs. They all say it's how they
were raised,even though that may
not be the case.
Another NBA star/rapper, Kobe
Bryant, raps about the same sub—
jects— thoughinamorePG-13 version as Iverson does. Allen was
raisedinpovertyby a singlemother

column by
shanti Hahier

Ford Clary / staff reporter

Fallhas officially arrived,andhas
brought with it the rain and bitter
winds of October.
And soon tocome arethe Thanksgiving turkeys, stuffing, candied
yams, gravy boats and cranberry
sauce laden withbutter and sugar.
So instead of yielding to the
weather and gorging on fattening
holiday fare,try to usethistimeas an
opportunity to try that Step class
you've been wondering about or to
revamp your weight routine with a
few new moves.
This is a great lime to try a new
indoor workout that will get you
sweaty in addition to giving your
current workout a little boost.
Or, if you haven't been working
out or have fallen off the fitness

New Year's resolutions.

Weight TrainingProgram" is also

offered— a class in which a personalized weight routine will be
created for youaccording to your
personal fitness goals, health and
current level of activity,
Also taughtby Lorenz,thisclass
is free to SUstudents and willbe
heldon Wednesday,Oct.25 from
4:45 p.m. to 5:45 p.m. in the
Connolly Center Conference
Room.
A Free Weights Orientation
class, in which you will learn the
benefits and proper use of free
weights, is offered on Wednesday,Nov. Ifrom 4:45p.m. to5:45
p.m. andis free to SU students.
Sign up for classes at the front
desk in the Connolly Center and \
andfrom 4:30p.m. to5:30 p.m have fun, while working offa few
In addition, "Setting Up a extracalories!
To get you started, here are
descriptions of some of the
classes offered at the Connolly
Center,inaddition to the weight
room, stationary bikes,stair-steppers, and treadmills:
To add punch to your current
weight routine or to familiarize
yourselfwith theConnollyweight
room, Weight RoomOrientation
is offered for $30 toSUstudents.
The hour-long class, taughtby
personal trainer Carol Lorenz,
will introduce the various cardio
machines as well as the weight
machines offered in the weight
room.
Classes will beheld on Nov.8
from 12:05 p.m. to 12:55 p.m.

wagonfor awhile, this mayalsobea
greattime to geta head starton your

art,Iverson decidestotoneitdown?

—
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changehis words.

Andall of this after a meeting with
the man who can fine or suspend
him whenever he chooses?
Like Isaid earlier, this is not
about defendinghip-hop.I'm a fan
of good hip-hop music, and from
whatI've seen and heard, Iverson
willnever be mistaken for a Trick
Daddy,letalone aBigDaddyKane.
Like so many other athletes/musicians (Bryant,Shaquille O'Neal,
Rickey Watters, etc.)Iverson has a
record dealbecause of whathe can
do with a ball, not necessarily a
microphone.
But all of that aside, Iverson is
stillan artist.He shouldn't be pressured into altering his art, espedaily when he continually stresses
the point thathismusic is notmeant
for anyoneunder18 yearsof age. If
he plays in the NBA and has more
fans than your averagenew rap artist, that's not his fault.
Iverson's basketball and music
—
careers are and shouldremain
separate endeavors. Would his
record label come down on him if
he did something that they didn't
agree with on the court?
Of course not. It's not as if "40
Bars" is going to be playing over
the loudspeakersduring76ers' timeouts, or during any of the "NBA:
It's Fan-tastic!" commercials.
It is actually possible to enjoy
AllenIverson the basketball player
without having to listen to Allen
Iverson the MC.
In fact, if youlike good hip-hop
likeIdo, I'drecommend it.

Fitness in Seattle

HI

in a Virginia ghetto. Bryant was

AustinBurton
Sports Columnist
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More intramural scores...
VOLLEYBALL

Coßecßec
TUESDAY 10/10
vavi
S!

""

CoßecOpen
TUESDAY 10/10
MCCoed
Wolverines
69ers
Proßono

2
1
2
0

THURSDAY10/12
MCCoed
69ers
Wolverines
69ers

.

BigGimpin'
BailerBlocking
Vengence
THURSDAY 10/12
YAYUS!
YenBencc
B'BGimPin
Brownhawks
BailerBlocking
TheUp-Setters

2
0
2
1

:

Men's Open
2

TUESDAY 10/10

\

\\ "%*
DaHui

l

2

o

THURSDAY 10/12
Chieftains
DaHui

"
I

2
1

I
"

°

2

"
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a a Lemieux Library
A.A.
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SALE SALE
. SALE
Sale Date : 10/24-10/28
8

LONDON

I&TO
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Research Paper Clinics

PARIS
AMSTERDAM

ROME
FRANKFURT
MADRID

TheLemieux Library Reference Department will offer
ResearchPaper Clinics

October 23 -November 17, 2000.

....... .

.

Librarians Will °give individualizedassistance in:
■ Definingyour research topic
_ ,■"*
.
\
■ Developing Search Strategies
TT
■ Utilizing
6 online printing
f
& resources.

... .

..

____^__^^^^^_

Lemieux

We can help.
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$365

$399
$315
$375

Fares areRT for midweek traveland suoiect toavailab*V Tkts areNon Refundable andexclusiveoltaxes/sur
charges which range from$30585 Tktsmustbe
booked and paid tor from Oct24th281h Departures
tornNovi March 31,2001. No departures from
Dec12th throughDec 24th Must hokJ valid ISC.ITC.or
rvTCcard Some age andotherrestnetons may apply
_.

Shop extended hours-

nd Floor,

Sign up at theReferenceDesk, 2
Library, with a topic in mind.

$269
*359
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Associated

Students

of

v^Sea||le Universi|V/
FRESHMAN AND TRANSFER ELECTIONS
Vote today for the poeltlone of Freehman and Tranefer Rep.
Here are the candidates:
Running for Freshmen Rep.

Running for Transfer Rep.

ffh^^r

/Thirsty ThursdayV

<

I

Tonight at the Owl N Thistle \^
Live Music. For- 2Umd over only:

y

'

A

1

N^^>

off all dr"nks with SU ID/
N15%
y^
N.

J^V Via

m
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SHOW OFF.
Student Talent night is coming up Friday,Oct. 27Open
to current students and faculty.Pick upapplication

at theCampus Assistance Center in the Student

Un onBuilding Due byOct. 24. Contact SEAC office @
x6407 or e-mail dixonj@seattleu.edu for more details.

]

'"

NEWS*

I

Kj^

ice Haunted Houee

ICircle K is volunteering at the KieeHaunted Houee Friday, Oct.
" 20 and Thursday, Oct. 26. Campion is also volunteering

" SUBaseball Club
" First meetingThursday,

Oct.19 at 5:30
"
p.m. inthe Bellarmine Lobby.

/C ~"?\ IThursclay' Oct- "19 ancl Sunday,Oct. 22.Check your hall for
[1 1)1 ne a^ our a ec^edu\ed to do the event. However you
eign up withanother hall. Allproceede qp to Fred
V / I / "Ican
ie

IQuestions? Contact SteveSullivan at
ISullivas@seattleu.edu or phone x6045.

Hutchinson Cancer Reeearch. For more Info contact

*
uc
KOWMIS STILL WELCOME FOR SU CREW! MEET ON ber^
:NOVICE
seattleu^edo
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, FRIDAY AT 4:45 A.M. IN
:BELLAUMINE
I
AND TUESDAY AND THURSDAY 5:30 A.M. AT :
/-an are welcome to come to ASSU meetingJT\
:" CONNOLLY CENTER.
/^ASSU Council meets on Tuesdays in Pigott 102 fromX

"

The Seattle University Marksmanship Club
" Both new and experienced shooters are welcome. The club pro" vides all firearms, ammunition, instruction and hearing and eye
protection. Members may use their own equipment.
:" Transportation
the front of Xavier Hall at
to the range leaves
from
"
*
-,
n
■
" 2:
Mon.,
3.,
10 p.m., except on
Nov. 1 leave at 3 p.m.

*"

i/->

%.*

vi

i

"
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IRemaining Shooting Days in Fall Quarter
!Friday, Oct. 20- PiStOl and Rifle ShOOting at Renton Gun Range
Friday, Nov. 3- Pistol and ,Rifle Shooting at Renton Gun „Range
:
.
-r
"k/

.

x,

."/
»l

"V

IV
I
"

The following meet in the ASSU office, second floor
of the SUB:
Clubs Committee: Monday, 8:30 a.m.
Elections Committee: Wednesday, 6 p.m.
m"
\.
Tuesday, 7:30 p.m.

Ann'n^nf

\)
/

/
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\ PositionAvailable
ITitle: Publicity Assistant
Heighten the awareness of ASSUactivities and issues by maintaining
IDuties:
the ASSU oard in the
ly Residential meetings to
cn|[an attend
:
" receive tasks, creates and distribute
flyers and"f
information for ASSU events

"'

.

Monday, Nov. 1 3- Trap Shooting at Kenmore Shotgun Range
and issues post information around campus buiJdings.
Friday,
ShOOting
17Range
NOV.
PiStOl
and
Rifle
at
Gun
I
Renton
I
Qualifications: Computer literate, work-study eligible, a desire to work with
"
Faris,
President,
information
contact
For more
either Jacob
at
Istudent governmentissues, creativity a plus.
206-220-8638 e-mail farisj@seattleu.edu, or Dr. Tadie, Faculty " Hours: Varies
" Moderator
Contact: Call Matt Sanderl at x6050 or pick up an application in the ASSU
at 206-296-5422 or visit Casev 509
"
j

vi

i-t

P

PL

:

:
2

'.

""""!

office in the Upper SUB.

Student organizations and clubs need to reregister by Nov. 1. Forms are available outside the
ASSU office, or you can get them on-line at www.seattleu.edu/student/ activities/. Questions???
Contact Phillip Tran at x6037.

Marketplace
"1

100. For Sale
200. Help Wanted
300. Volunteers

a M

«

4 4P 4
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400. Services
500. For Rent
600. Misc

wXCIdOXL J.CU&

200. Help Wanted
Web Authoring Assistant,
#ST-11456 Looking for a workstudy student to assist with creating, converting and editing web
pages for Developmentand Community Relations departments,
Prepare and develop web pages
andgraphics. AssistWeb Editoror
electronic Development Librarian
inprojects, analysis and implementationrelated to thewebsite.Maintain current knowledgeof weband
graphicstechnology. Mustbeconversant inrelevant softwareapplications. Experience with HTML,
PhotoShop,webeditorial toolsand
other web graphics,design or production tools required. Also,
knowledge of web design pnn-

ciples, demonstrated writing,editorial,customer service, desktop softwareskillsrequired. Experiencewith
PageMakerpreferred. Moreinfo @
www.fhcrc.org. Include job # with
resume and e-mail/fax/mail to
FHCRC/HR, 1300 Valley Street,
Seattle, WA 98109, E-mail

jobresponses@fhcrc.org, Fax (206)

667-405I.TTY:(206)667-6861. An
Equal Opportunity EmployerCommitted to Work Force Diversity.

available days, nights, weekdays elderly and disabled persons with
and weekends. If you are respon- cooking, household cleaning and
sible,hardworking,haveexcellent care. Paid training provided and
customer service skills and are in- work near campus! Access to car.
terested in making $8-12 an hour, dr lie and ins are a plus but not
weinvite youto fill out an applica- necessary. PTand FT opportunitionat 3901StonewayN, Suite 100 ties. $7.77/hr w/90 day raise plus
in the Wallingford district of Se- benefits. Call (206) 694-6813 for
attle. We areopenMondaythrough moreinfo and applicationpacket or
Friday between 8 a.m. and 6 p.m. apply at www.fremontpublic.org.
For more information,call Jerry at
(206)633-4944. Come join Silver

Cloud Valet during this exciting
rjenced N
needed
OPPOItUn ty! to provide care for two infants in
Become a Silver Cloud Valet.
Silver Cloud V alet, the EEO/AA/M/F/D/V.
the SewardPark area 20-25hours/
Northwest's leading valet service,is
week Musthave reliabletranspornow hiring for both fu and part. Seeking a nexible schedu|e? tation andreferences. Please contimepositions intheSeattle/Bellevue Work Study andNon Work Study tact Anne at (206) 721-0090.
area We have a numberof shifts Home Care Aide Positions. Help
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The Spectatoris whereit's at!
To advertise, call
Ben Stangland at
(206) 296-6474 or fax
him at (206) 296-6477.
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and 15 cents a
word there after.

._. _
Allclassifieds andA personals
must be submitted by Fnday
at 5 P m for the Thursday
edition. Pre-pay please,

-

Personals
Jack you are one hot tomato.
Play Bass? Like Rock? Want to
Absolute rock:
Every time Isee you make all the play in a rock band? Call me. (We
God you must think lamsuch a
smurfs in Narnia smile upon all are not playingpunk or metal.)
whiner. But Iwanted to let you
those gonzola garbanzo beans we
know that Iappreciate your help
love so much
andshoulder.Itis great tohave you
back after everything. "A friend
helps you put the past behind you
Shayne:
Erin "The light" of my life. understands wnenyouneed to hold

To that handsome fellow at the
Happy 21st Birthday! Love you! Cheiftan with the leeringeyes and
— Mai-Ling
the risque comments. Kevin, you

G-Funk:

are truly a gem.

.

Yousexy thang. Thanks for all
the goodtimesthis summerandall
the more to come...we love you
always!
— From thehotties down thehall

Jfjllianneand Kesey

bies." Surma,

"Ineedyoubayou want aPB &J?

on to it a little longer."
Purrfect_Tigrr

girls lets regulate.

,

Attention from females. Iwant

Will the RealSlimShady please
shut UP!

t0 p ay!

To the cutie that comes into the
campus card office looking for
change for parking, adds money to
hiscard.gettingareplacementcard
Jono and the Cliff:
Oct. 3 1is fast approaching, and afterone week:
three beautiful girls are hoping to
Callme.
—Campus Card Girl
'reflect' upon the CD withyou,or
maybe
" just be your "sweetest

Mad ProPs out t0 tne Taco Bell
P° sse for keeping the personal ads
g° ing- More personals equal more
love, so keep
v them coming.
c

Alex is a Hottie!

I/
<//

Putting a personal in The Spectator
1S
JUSt g tO thC CampUS
X
ASSiStanCe Centd, located in the
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\ ,-!s=^ \^^ Student Union Building for more
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You are blonde, tall smart and
beautiful. My life just,wouldn'tbe
..;.
lthout y° u!

.

Eight-Fiddy Lisa,
Can wecall you sometime?

'

lIIjIVLi.

X\V

Jack

Yum!
ood Soo^

PUT
1U 1 YOUR
IV/UIV WORDS
V V V-ZJAJL^IJ HERE' I
I

—

Tomy sweet curly fries:
Don'tyouloveall ourcrazyconversations? You are an amazing
chica.Don't let your "master" get
you down.

May andMo

thinp
ming.

xV

Ha Ha Ha!

Lo, you know you can flow.Lis and
Liz,I
can't get themstraight.Alright
Wanted:

-Love you!Mary,Martha and
Ellzabeth

D.U.T.:
I
rolled you. Youlost your shoe.

Personals are free and appear in every
icsiip

— Personals are a great way to get the
message OUt on campus, say hello to a
friend, or even wish someone a happy
birthday.

_

_

Isaw you in your "Actually, lam
a RocketScientist"T-Shirt andcute
slippers. Youare so hot, maybe we

„.„,

,
„„„
,,,;moo/
cr>rr
Corruption turns truth to legend, can meet sometime
—Chemistry Chick
Free Bigfoot! Kill the internet! Hi,
Amber!

Janet does not live at x4671.

Stop calling!

(

S'TSTE*.*,*.
wonderfultime.

—Your Neighbors
:

Melike food!

,

that vou are a"^esome!
—The roommates M&M

,

am 5 n dark skinned spikey
hair, looking for a short sweet,nice
smellingchica wholoveslong walks
around the fountain and eating enChilad3S Wi riCe'

*

Happy 21st JimBeaver!
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We^ntedtoletyouknow

To the foxiest girlIknow:
You are the BEST and a wonderful person.Ijust wanted everyone to

""^Vh^Fi
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CARTOONS
MIKE BALBIN
nr^

Isn't college great! The freedom,

the fun, the"*"parties, the experiences...
thu-f* 5
J nitin
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wny x »~»—
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What about the education?
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MIKE BALBIN

SHAWN A BEHLING

SHANNON VANLIEW
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